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By JOHN D. COMER*

As the title indicates, this book, written by the Executive Director
of the American Institute of Accountants, is directed primarily to
members of that fast-growing profession, and it is only of incidental
value to the practicing lawyer. The material contained in the book
has no official sanction from the American Institute of Accountants,
and the opinions expressed are specifically stated to be those of the
author alone. The reason for this is probably that the canons of ethics
for CPAs are still in the formative stages, and official action has
not as yet been taken by the Institute on several suggested canons.

Of the major professions, accounting is perhaps the newest. Mr.
Carey outlines briefly the history of his profession, which began in Eng-
land in the nineteenth century, when professional accountants came
into demand in winding up the affairs of bankrupt companies. In this
sense, the profession of public accountancy had its origin as an adjunct
to the legal profession. In our country, it was the advent of income
taxation in 1913 that gave impetus and importance to the profession
whose activities had theretofore consisted mainly of auditing, installing
accounting systems, and keeping books. In the present era of continued
high tax rates, the profession has continued to grow rapidly, the num-
ber of CPAs having increased from twenty-eight thousand to fifty-four
thousand, and the membership of the American Institute of Account-
ants, from ten thousand to twenty-eight thousand in the last decade.

Since the profession is relatively new, it is not surprising that its
canons of ethics are not as definitely formulated as are the canons
of ethics of the American Bar Association. As the book shows, much
work has been done; but much is still left undone.

To one familiar with the American Bar Association's canons of
ethics and to the provisions of Treasury Circular 230, there is very
little to be found in the book that is new or unexpected. We find the
anticipated admonitions against advertising, solicitation of business,
and competitive bidding, the hallmarks of all professions. We find
written expressions of the common sense decencies-uncomplimentary
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allusions to fellow practitioners, solicitation of clients of others, and
offers to employees of other firms. We find also things that we, as
members of one of the oldest professions, take for granted-the con-
fidential relationship with the client, the obligation of professional
competence, high integrity and honesty, and a prohibition against
practicing the profession in a corporate form.

The accountant is often called upon to fill a role that a lawyer is
seldom, if ever, expected to fill. This role is that of the accountant
in preparing an independent, certified audit of the financial structure
of a business. In such capacity, the accountant sits in judgment of
his own client in that he is expected to pass upon accounting practices
that his client insists are proper but which may be grossly misleading
and improper in the light of generally accepted accounting practices.
In making the independent audit, the accountant walks a narrow
line, bounded on one side by the duty he owes his client and, on the
other, by the duty he owes to members of the public who may lend
money, buy stock, or otherwise acquire an interest in the business,
based upon the opinion expressed by the accountant. The need for
absolute integrity, complete independence, and unbiased objectivity
are, of course, paramount in this role. The fact that the public is will-
ing to rely upon expressions of opinion made by CPAs with whom
they have no personal contact is indicative of the stature now enjoyed
by this profession. The lawyer's role is generally that of presenting
his client's position in the most favorable legal light possible; and the
lawyer is not called upon to express an opinion to the public, and
often not even to his client, concerning his client's activities. This book
will illustrate the difficult position in which a CPA may find himself.

One thinks of accountancy as being a narrower field than that of
the law. The law embraces all transactions of mankind; and accoun-
tancy, only a small part of these transactions. Despite the fact that
accountancy is a narrower field than the law, it is still a broad one
and a complex one; and Mr. Carey makes an interesting observation
which more lawyers ought to take to heart, "No certified public accoun-
tant can be professionally competent in all phases of modern account-
ing practice. He has an ethical obligation to recognize the limits of
his competence."

Mr. Carey goes on to say that, once the limit of competence has been
reached, it must be recognized; and the CPA should consult with a
specialist in the field that is beyond his professional capacities, whether
that be a fellow CPA, a lawyer, an engineer, or some other technician.
This advice is one that lawyers often disregard.
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This book should be required reading for bar association commit-
tees which are concerned with the unauthorized practice of the law.
Probably no two professions have a more uncertain line of demarca-
tion in certain areas than does the law profession and the accountancy
profession. The book does much to clarify for accountants where the
role of that profession ought to end and where the role of the law-
yer ought to begin. The opinion expressed is, of course, that of
the accountant; and many of the problems of unauthorized practice
can be worked out when there are forceful opinions on the same
subject expressed by the lawyers. The book, then, has much to offer
to the practicing attorney whose practice is concentrated in the twi-
light zone between the professions, where members of both professions
now seek to tread.

THE LAW OF CREDITOR AND DEBTOR RELATIONS: by

Charles Elihu Nadler.*
St. Paul: West Publishing Company, 694 Pages, $11.00.

by JOHN E. MULDER"

When this reviewer entered law school, almost thirty years ago,
case books were for the most part case books and nothing else. The
book on contracts commenced with a long chapter on Offer and
Acceptance, and followed with an even longer one on Consideration.

Each of these subjects was developed historically, commencing with
early English landmarks, sometimes with fragments from the Year-
books. Within a single chapter, succeeding cases added ramifications.
At the end you had a systematic, logical picture of the law of Offer
and Acceptance or Consideration. There were few or no footnotes or
comments.

Thirty years have seen many changes, many for the better. The strict
case book method has been blended with text material. Historical
background is minimized by some editors, abandoned by others. Some
books follow a systematic, others a functional approach. Leading
cases are followed by textual discussion, by a series of problems, by
references to authoritative writings, to the Restatements, and statutes.
In short, they become rather complete units within themselves.

*Professor of Law, Walter F. George School of Law, Mercer University; B.S. 1913,
Columbia University; Member of the Bar of Ohio and Georgia; Author of Law
of Bankruptcy, Georgia Corporation Law, The Law of Debtor Relief.
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But the books remain scholarly. They do not teach "how-to-do-it."
At the end, they leave unbridged the gap between the law school and
law office.

Professor Charles Elihu Nadler's new case book on "Creditor and
Debtor Relations" attempts to help bridge the gap. For that reason
it is exciting. It also contains other innovations.

In content, it covers the rights of creditors and obligations of
debtors both in and out of bankruptcy, in detail. The debtor-relief
provisions of the Bankruptcy Act, including Corporate Reorganiza-
tions, Arrangements, Real Property Arrangements and Wage Earners'
Plans receive only one scanty chapter of text material at the end.
This is obviously because of space limitations and shortage of curricu-
lar time.

Within its scope, however, the coverage of the book is excellent
and complete. Much of the extra-bankruptcy material is important
in the practice of commercial law, and too frequently excluded from
the law school curriculum. This is easily illustrated by listing the
non-bankruptcy material included in the book:

Judgments-Lis Pendens
Executions-Levies
Attachments-Garnishments
Execution Sales-Exemptions-Redemption
Creditors' Bills-Supplementary Proceedings
Fraudulent Conveyances and Transfers
Common-Law Compositions and Extensions
Common-Law and Statutory Assignments for

Benefit of Creditors
Creditors' Agreements and Committees-Bulk Sales
Receiverships, Equitable and Statutory

The bankruptcy materials follow in 397 pages.
The unique character of this new teaching tool is the manner of

approach, which is uniform to all problems covered. The approach
is four-pointed, including

(1) The cases
(2) A coordinating lawyer-type text
(3) Footnotes, and
(4) Practice and Procedure

As to the first of these, there are only eighty-five. It is rather startling
that a case book of almost 700 pages includes only eighty-five cases.
But the cases are well selected. They are landmarks, they are some-
times pivotal, and carefully selected with reference to the numerous
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amendments which have been made to the Bankruptcy Act in recent
years.

This reviewer looks in general with favor upon this limited number
of cases reproduced. It affords time for broad coverage of the subject
matter. One might suggest a slight expansion, however. No cases are
included on the acts of bankruptcy. One on each of the six would
seem to be almost a sine qua non.

Following each "case" is extensive textual material which fits the
case into the body of law on the particular subject involved. Footnotes
for those desiring to probe further are plentiful, including references
to cases and authoritative writings.

But the fourth aspect of coverage is the most significant. In it pro-
cedure is discussed and suggested forms are set forth. Here is the part
which blends the substantive with procedure. Here is the most com-
mendable effort to bridge the gap between the law school and the
law office.

This writer has long felt that the subject of creditors' rights and
remedies could be taught in a fashion which would incorporate the
esoteric depths of the law and at the same time tell how to use and
apply them. Professor Nadler has now shown that it can be done. The
subject has been made live and real.

Professor Nadler, with his long and successful experience as a prac-
titioner, will be able to use these materials with skill and effective-
ness. So will others with experience in practice. Those without it will
have to do some digging, but they will profit from it.

The book represents a definite step forward in law school teaching.


